The anharmonic potential energy surface of water has been computed ab initio using an augmented coupled cluster method and various basis sets. Whereas the Pople 6-3 11 G family is manifestly unsatisfactory, Huzinaga-Dunning basis sets perform quite well. The [ 5s4p2d lJ3s2p] surface reproduces harmonic frequencies and anharmonicity constants to better than about 2 and 1 cm -', respectively. For quantitative agreement with experiment, bothf functions on oxygen and inclusion of core correlation seem to be prerequisite. Comparison with various experimentally derived force fields reveals that the ab initio force field is of comparable quality. From the best computed force field, a set of spectroscopic constants has been derived for all important isotopomers of water. Using a hybrid analytic/direct summation method recently developed by the present authors, the thermodynamic functions gef( 7'), hcf( T), So, and C, are computed including exact account of anharmonicity and rovibrational coupling, and very good analytical approximations to centrifugal distortion and quantum rotation effects. The computed functions substantially revise previous literature results at high temperatures. Differences between thermodynamic functions from various computed force fields are an order of magnitude smaller than these errors. Thermodynamic tables in JANAF style from 100 to 3000 K, as well as a full set of rovibrational spectroscopic constants, are presented. It is concluded that obtaining force fields of near-spectroscopic accuracy, and thermodynamic tables of very high accuracy, is presently feasible for small polyatomic molecules.
I. INTRODUCTION
The importance of thermochemical data for molecules and reactions hardly needs to be stressed. Compilations like the JANAF tables' list free energy functions, entropies, enthalpies, and molar heats as a function of temperature from as low as 100 K to as high as 6000 K, which is sufficient for just about any thermochemical application. However, the accuracy of the greater part of these tables leaves something to be desired. Cases where accurate thermodynamic functions can be measured directly are the exception rather than the rule. In most cases, gas-phase thermochemical functions are derived by setting up partition functions from experimental spectroscopic data, and here three principal difficulties arise.
First of all, although setting up exact partition functions is trivial for atoms and straightforward for diatomics, this is not nearly the case for polyatomics, and especially not for the most commonly occurring case of asymmetric tops. (The problem with the latter is that no closed-form expression for the rotational energy levels can be derived.) Consequently the tabulated functions for polyatomics are usually obtained through approximations such as the WoolleyMcDowell procedure.2*3
Second, complete sets of anharmonic spectroscopic constants and/or force fields are known for only very few polyatomic molecules. For most other cases, the rigid rotor-harmonic oscillator (RRHO) approximation is made, which leads to serious errors at the high temperatures of interest to materials science, astrophysics, and combustion processes.
Third, and most important of all, for the vast majority of molecules even such limited experimental data as are required for a RRHO partition function are missing, for example because the molecule is too reactive or short lived to be well characterized experimentally. The obvious alternative would be to obtain the required data through high-level (i.e., large basis set and sophisticated electron correlation method) ab initio calculations. Within the RRHO approximation, the use of this tandem has been illustrated, inter alii, by and by the present authors.' Carrying this beyond the RRHO approximation is quite practical for diatomics, as demonstrated in our previous work on Sic (Ref. 6 ) and BN. ' In these papers, anharmonic potential curves were fitted to high-level ab initio energies and subject-ed to a Dunham analysis? thence, the partition function and its first two moments were set up exactly by direct rovibronic summation.' (For diatomics with many low-lying electronic states, this may become quite time consuming: in Ref.
7, a hybrid procedure where the rotational manifold of each vibronic state was treated analytically reduced CPU time by over an order of magnitude without any compromise in the accuracy of the results. )
This latter hybrid treatment in principle can be extended easily to polyatomics, provided of course that analytic expressions for the partition function exist. This is the case for (a) symmetric tops" in the absence of K-doubling (its effect on the partition function was found to be negligible for most practical purposes" ); (b) spherical tops in the absence of doubling effects;" and (c) linear molecules. '3 For this latter case, the effect of I coupling has also been studied14 and found to be negligible. Pilot calculations of essentially exact rovibrational thermodynamic functions have been performed for C!, H, and HCN.14 (These turned out to differ quite substantially from values obtained by the WoolleyMcDowell procedure.14 ) For the most important subclass of polyatomics, the asymmetric tops, accurate closed-form approximations to the rotational partition function have been derived only very recently by Watson" for the rigid rotor, and extended by the present authors16 for quartic and sextio centrifugal distortion. Using these, pilot thermochemical table calculations have been performed for H,O and CH, 0,16 and found to be practical. quencies, anharmonic constants, and rovibrational coupling constants, by fitting polynomials in the vibrational quantum numbers to the observed transitions. It should be noted that these polynomials included higher-order anharmonicity and coupling terms to reduce the effect of contamination on the first-order constants. Hoy, Mills, and Strey (HMS)22 derived an anharmonic force field by fitting the vibrational energy level expression correct to second order in rovibrational perturbation theory (VPT2) to the BGP frequencies, anharmonicities, and rovibrational coupling constants. In order to do so, some quartic constants had to be constrained to zero. This force field was later refined by Hoy and Bunker ( HB) ,24 who used a nonrigid bender formalism. Again, the same quartic constants were constrained to zero. A refinement of earlier work by Mills" is due to Carter and Handy (CH) ,26 who included the Darling-Dennison resonance constant y,, 33 (Ref. 27) in their fit to derive a full quartic force field. A fourth force field, due to Halonen and Carrington,28 can be ignored in the present discussion as it includes only three out of nine symmetry-unique internal coordinate quartic force constants. Finally, Jensen29 fitted a MORBID (Morse-oscillator rigid bender internal dynamics30*31 ) model to a very large collection of rotational and vibrational transitions for water and its isotopically substituted analogs. He presented an internal coordinate force field derived therefrom, which was critically compared with the other force fields.
This leaves us with the other part of the problem, namely, obtaining the anharmonic spectroscopic constants to the required accuracy. The ab initio calculation of these has recently been reviewed for asymmetric tops" and linear molecules." However, the levels of theory used in that work-CISD/TZZP (configuration interaction with all single and doubles excitations in a triple-zeta basis set with two sets of d-type polarization functions) and lower-were still far from 'spectroscopic accuracy.'
II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

A. Ab initio calculations and spectroscopy
All calculations were performed using the GAUSSIAN 88 program package32 running on a VAXstation 3 100 model 38 under VMS 5.3 and the IBM 3090/6OOe VF under MVS/XA at the University of Leuven.
One molecule for which many attempts at achieving this aim have been made is water. The current state of the art is represented by the work of Bartlett et a1.,19 who obtained a full quartic force field at the CCSDT-1 (Ref. 20) level (coupled cluster theory" with all single and double substitutions and a quasiperturbative account for triple excitations) using a 39-ST0 (Slater-type orbital) basis set. Comparison with experimental results22 seemed to point out that their results still contained substantial basis set incompleteness error.
In order to narrow the problem down to basis set selection, the QCISD (T) (quadratic configuration interaction) electron correlation method33 was used throughout. This is actually an approximate coupled cluster method which includes a quasiperturbative estimate for triple excitations, and which yields correlation energies very close to full CI near equilibrium geometries.33*34
The goal of this study is (a) to obtain as accurate a potential energy surface for water as is possible with current ab initio methods; (b) to assess minimal requirements for basis set and electron correlation method for this purpose; (c) to obtain highly accurate thermochemical functions of water purely from first principles; and (d) to assess the effect of small errors in the computed spectroscopic constants on the thermodynamic values.
A brief comment should be made about the available experimental anharmonic force fields. The original experimental data are due to Benedict, Gailar, and Plyler (BGP) ,23 who measured a large number of different transitions for H, 0, HDO, and D, 0, and deduced harmonic fre-
The following basis sets were considered: (a) the 2p) Energies were computed on a grid of 35 points around the experimental equilibrium geometry, using a stepsize of 0.003 bohr in the bond distances and 3 deg in the bond angle. The grid is identical to that used in Ref. 19 , where more details can be found.
The energies were fitted using Harding and Ermler's suRvIB program. 4'*42 The internal coordinate force field around the stationary point was then processed further using the SPECTRO package43 to obtain VPT2 anharmonicity, rovibrational coupling, and centrifugal distortion constants."*45 Where possible, isotopic masses are taken from the 1988 IUPAC tables.*
B. Statistical thermodynamics
The aim is the construction of the internal partition function Q and its first two moments Q' and Q ":9 Q = C gi exp(F) ,
I where i runs over all possible rovibronic states, ei represents the ith energy level, gi its degeneracy, and the second radiation constant c, = he/k has the numerical value 1.438 786 cm K. Throughout this paper, units for ei will be wave numbers, cm -I.
For the present case of water, only the electronic ground state has to be considered, which reduces the summation to rovibrational states only.
From Q and its moments, the desired internal ideal gas thermodynamic functions easily can be constructed using Eqs. (4)~( 7):
=R(Q'/Q+lnQ),
Cp =2RTd+jQ,+,,*d =R ,%:(%,.1. dT2
Expressions for the translational contribution are given in Ref. 7 [Eqs. (IO) - ( 13)]. Generally, the rotational energy levels are sufficiently closely spaced to allow for analytical treatment of the rotational partition function. To take advantage of this, we rewrite Q and its first two moments as Martin, Franqois, and 
/T andnrepresentstheset of all vibrational quantum numbers. The vibrational term levels G(n) (neglecting higher order anharmonicity and Fermi resonance) are given by
i>j where the oi and Xii represent the harmonic frequencies and the anharmonicity constants, respectively. From these, the fundamental frequencies vi are given by
The effective rotational constants involved in the calculation of QR (n) and its moments are given by
C(n) = C, -2 aci(ni + l/2),
I where A,, B,, C, represent the equilibrium rotational constants and aAi, aBi, a, the (first-order) rotation-vibration coupling constants. In the present program, the vibrational summation runs over all combinations of the vibrational quantum numbers ni that generate a contribution to Q which exceeds the convergence criterion TOL 1.
The rotational energy levels of an asymmetric top cannot be obtained in closed form, but have to be found by explicitly setting up and diagonalizing the rotational Hamiltonian. (The relevant theory has been reviewed admirably by Watson.4' ) From the potential energy surface, there follow six quartic centrifugal constants TolaB@ and ten sextic centrifugal constants Qp,. However, these are underdetermined with respect to the asymmetric top Hamiltonian, which involves only five and seven linear combinations, respectively, of these. Of the possible 'reductions' from one set of centrifugal constants to the other, the most commonly used one is theA reduction,47 which gives rise to a tridiagonal Hamiltonian matrix that can be rapidly diagonalized by the TQLRAT algorithm. 48 The diagonal elements involve the quartic constants A,,A,,A, and the sextic constants H,,H,,,H,,,H,. In the off-diagonal elements, the quartic S,,S, and the sextic h,,h,,h, constants appear. Transformations from the T aapp and %,+, constants to the A reduction are given in Tables I and III of Ref. 45. Expressions of the T,,,, and aas,, in terms of the potential surface have been derived by Watson4' and Aliev and Watson, 49 respectively. Departing from the A reduction, the rotational partition function can be set up by direct numerical summation. The procedure has been described in detail in Ref. 16 and will not be repeated here. Basically, the eigensystem for each value of the principal rotational quantum number J can be blocked into four tridiagonal submatrices. Each of these is diagonalized and the contributions of the energy levels added in to QR and its first two moments; then J is incremented and the above steps repeated until the relative contribution to QR for the current value of J falls below the threshold TOLZ. Despite being exact, and besides being time consuming, the procedure has the disadvantage that it blows up at high temperatures for a molecule like water, which has very large centrifugal distortion constants.
The alternative is to use the analytical expressions which have been derived in Ref. 16 . The latter can be written in the form QR =Q"R(l+po +p1T+p,T2+pJ3+p4T4+
where thep, are lengthy polynomial expressions (even using a shorthand notation, p4 fills three pages) in the effective rotational constants and the quartic and sextic centrifugal distortion constants T,@@ and QaflY. These can be found in Ref. 16 and will not be repeated here. The rigid-rotor partition function Q i is given by Watson's15 asymptotic expression. Once QR is obtained, its moments can easily be computed using Eqs. (99)- ( 104) 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Spectroscopic constants
First of all, the available empirical potentials (HMS, HB, CH, Jensen) were processed by SPECTRO in order to obtain VPT2 spectroscopic constants from these. In this manner, rather than, e.g., by comparing MORBID vibrational levels from the Jensen potential with VPT2 values from the a& initio values, the quality of the ab initio spectroscopic constants may be fairly assessed. The resulting spectroscopic constants can be found in Table I , together with the directly obtained experimental values.23*50
In the first series of calculations, the core orbital and, for all other basis sets than the 6-3 11G family, the core complement orbital, were frozen in the electronic structure calculations. The resulting spectroscopic constants are displayed in Table II .
It is seen immediately from comparing Tables I and II that the 6-3 11G family of basis sets is definitely inadequate on the scale of this work. The geometry, especially the bond angle, deviates substantially from experiment. The reasonable bending frequency at the 6-3 11 G (d,p ) level is the result of an error compensation, as it worsens substantially at the 6-3 1 lG( 2d,2p) level. Grev and Schaefer" previously noted that the 6-311G basis set, contrary to what is generally assumed, is actually not of valence triple-zeta quality. They described some erratic results caused by this; the relatively poor performance of the 6-3 11 G( d,p) and 6-3 1 IG (2d,2p) basis sets for the water potential surface should be added to this list.
On the other hand, the Dunning-Huzinaga family performs quite nicely. Even with the small [ 5s3pld,3slp] basis set, the geometry is fairly good: Given the relatively low computational effort (1 day on the VAXstation for the whole grid), the agreement between computed and actual frequencies is rather impressive. As expected, lowering the contraction to 5s4pld principally affects the stretching coordinates. With the [ 5s4p2d,3s2p] basis set, the geometry is almost spot-on, and the stretching frequencies are within a few reciprocal centimeters of experiment. This accuracy is much better than that observed by Amos et ai. at the MP2 (second-order MBller-Plesset ) 52 level. Apparently improving electron correlation still has an important effect even with large basis sets, contrary to their suggestion that spectroscopic accuracy can be reached at the MP2 level if the basis set is large enough. 53754 However, the bending frequency is still not as accurate as we would like, which suggests it would be worthwhile to add an f function on oxygen.54 Expanding the basis set to [ 5s4p2d lA3s2p] decreases the stretching frequencies away from the experimental value, but brings the bending frequency into near-perfect agreement with experiment. One effect that would affect the stretching frequencies while leaving the bending untouched (in this case, because the two hydrogens have no core electrons) is core correlation (there is none between the hydrogens so it will not greatly affect the bending). This is addressed below. Note also that with these basis sets no near-linear-dependence effects arise, and that the quartic fits are accurate to better than one nanohartree. The statistical uncertainty on the computed spectroscopic constants is thus reduced to almost zero, though this should not be taken as an indication that their numerical precision is actually that great. The calculations with the [&6p3d,6~2p] and notably the [ 8s6p4d lJ6s3pld] basis sets however suffered from minor near-linear-dependence problems, which introduced some noise (on the order of a few nanohartrees) in the computed energies. However, for a numerical fourth-order fit to energies, even this is more than can be tolerated. Thus some of the computed spectroscopic constants are associated with statistical error bars on the order of several reciprocal centimeters, which should be kept in mind.
The computed geometry with the [ 8s6p3d,6s2p] basis set is excellent, with the bond distance and angle being within statistical error of the experimental values. However, the harmonic frequencies are less good than with the [ %4p2d,3s2p] basis set, whereas the calculations are much more expensive (65 compared to 45 basis functions). This is even more true for the [ 8s6p4d lJ;6s3pld] results, which required 30 h of CPU time on the 3090/6OOe VF and are actually in worse agreement with experiment, except for the bending frequency which is now almost perfect.
Turning now to the anharmonicity constants, the 6-3 11G (d,p) and 6-3 11G (2d,2p) Quite logically, the best rotational constants are predicted by those basis sets which yield the best geometries, namely, [ 5s4p2d, 3s2plf [ 5s4p2d lJ3s2p], and [ Bs6p3d, 6s2p] . Except for the 6-3 11 G family, the rotation-vibration coupling constants agree quite well among each other. Agreement with experiment is quite good, except for aA Z. Besides the directly obtained experimental values, we can however also compare with VPT2 results from the various empirical potential functions, which are tabulated in Table I . For a,,Z, only the HMS potential yields a value close to experiment, whereas all other potential functions agree on a value slightly higher than our ab initio determination. For aBz , experimental and HMS values differ by almost a factor of 2, whereas all other potential functions come out close to experiment and our ab initio value. For aB3, only the HMS and HB force fields agree with our calculation in finding a value significantly higher (in absolute value) than experiment. For a=, , on the other hand, all four potential functions considered support the ab initio value. Note that both the HMS and HB cubic force constants will contain some contamination due to three quartic force constants being constrained to zero, whereas they are manifestly nonzero from the ab initio calculations and in the other force fields. The cause for the discrepancy between the directly computed a,, 2 and the experimental value is not entirely clear. Most probably, as the coupling between A and w2 is especially large, the experimental value includes some contamination from higher-order coupling. The suggested value for that would then be on the order of 0.2 cm-', which seems quite realistic given that aA Z is itself only an order of magnitude lower than A,. On the other hand, it has been pointed out by Jensen" that even for the exact potential function, the perturbation theoretical values for the a constants might well deviate substantially from the actual values because of deficiencies in the VPT2 treatment for water.
Especially pronounced deviations between the direct experimental and our ab initio constants are seen for the centrifugal stretching effects. However, the experimental values seem to be inconsistent with the empirical potential function even for the quartic constants (where no anharmonicity is involved) : The computed values from all four empirical potentials are in quite good agreement with the ab initio ones (especially the [ 8s6p3d,&r2p] basis set) while they deviate very substantially from experiment for the large A,, and even by a factor of 3 for S,. Again the reason for this manifest inconsistency in the experimental data is not clear: Possibly higher-order terms in the perturbation theory formulas have to be included, or vibration-stretching coupling effects are involved. We see a similar effect for the sextic centrifugal stretching constants, where however minor differences between the various empirical potentials exist, notably for HJK and HKJ. On the whole, however, the empirical values are in excellent agreement with the ab initio [ 8s6p3d,6s2p] values but deviate quite radically from the direct experimental values. We are tempted to regard the ab initio values as more reliable. As for the other levels of theory, any inaccuracy in the rotational constants of course readily translates in an error in the centrifugal stretching constants.
Finally, it should be noted that the various empirical potentials disagree by a few cm -' among each other for the Table III .
The general trend is that the harmonic frequencies are increased, and that the bond length is tightened by a fraction of a milliangstrom: Consequently the other spectroscopic constants are somewhat affected too. For the harmonic frequencies wi, the [ 5s4p2d lA3s2p] results are excellent: All three are within 2 cm-' of the experimental ones, which is the order of magnitude of their own precision! The aim of obtaining spectroscopically accurate harmonic frequencies for polyatomics entirely ab initio is thus realized for perhaps the first time. Agreement for the anharmonicity constants is very good with this basis set too. Deleting thef function has a significant effect on the large X,, , which suggests that even for anharmonicity constants, very good basis sets are a prerequisite. Agreement with experiment for the vi is less spectacular than for the wi (due possibly to some residual errors in the numerical evaluation of the Xij ) . However, as shown by Bowman et al., 55 VPT2 theory (as applied here) leads to an error of + 1.3 cm -' in the bending, and -4.3 and -4.5 cm-' in the symmetric and asymmetric stretches, respectively, compared to fully variational calculations. Assuming these errors to be transferable to our potential would lead to vi values of 1596.7,3657.1, and 3755.2 cm-', in almost perfect agreement with the experimental values. Note that at this point no scaling or adjustment at all is introduced into the potential. It is thus purely "ab initio." A small residual error in the bond distance translates again in an inaccuracy in the rotational constants. For the rovibrational coupling and centrifugal stretching constants, the same remarks as above apply. Overall, the all-electron QCISD(T)/ [ Ss4p2d 153~2~1 force field may be the most accurate totally ab inifio force field to date for the water molecule. In Table IV , the potential function in internal coordinates at our two best levels of theory is tabulated and compared with the HMS, HB, CH, and Jensen empirical potentials, as well as with the CCSDT-l/39-ST0 force field by Bartlett and co-workers." One standard deviation on the tabulated constants is given in parentheses.
Gross0 modo, our computed potential follows the same trend as that of Bartlett et al. I9 For example, all cubic constants are predicted to be negative by the ab initio calculations: Of the empirical potentials, only Jensen's satisfies this criterion. As for the quartic constants, Jensen's potential disagrees with all three ab initio potentials only in the sign of the small (and not very well determined) frrZo and f,,,, . The other potentials differ quite substantially in this respect. As for numerical precision, our calculated potential, despite using the same grid as that of Bartlett and co-workers, has much lower standard deviations on its parameters. This is probably due to two factors: ( 1) the higher numerical precision of our energies, because of sharper convergence criteria and the more accurate integration algorithms available for Gaussian basis functions; (2) the fact that we used a regular, rather than a Simons-Parr-Finlan (SPF) representation"j of the internal coordinates. The latter, at any finite degree, has a much larger accuracy radius than the regular internal coordinate expansion, but, close to the equilibrium geometry, this may be a mixed blessing as it makes higher-order constants more indeterminate. We observed a similar phenomenon in our work on the potential curves of BN' where, in the end, a regular Dunham' expansion also turned out to work best.
Quantitatively speaking, our best ab initio quadratic force constants are in excellent agreement with the Jensen values, except for the interaction constants fti. This latter fact is odd, given that all three ab initio potentials yield a value substantially lower than the Jensen value. Note that the HMS, CH, and HB potentials put it even lower: It thus does not seem very well determined as yet. Comparing our quadratic force field with that of Bartlett and co-workers, we find the largest disagreement in fes . Their computed bending frequency was almost 50 cm-' too high. Four of our six cubic constants are in quite good agreement with Jensen's potential: The two others, namely, the interaction constants fd and fd, deviate very decidedly and seem to be in quite good agreement among the ab initio potentials themselves. Additionally, the standard deviations are nowhere near the large discrepancy we see here, so it is quite probable that the actual potential has values close to ours for these constants. In the quartic force field, deviations are more pronounced, even for the diagonal stretching and bending constants. It cannot be ruled out that these latter values themselves are contaminated by higher-order effects. As for the other potentials, these seem to agree with our ab initio calculations only on the diagonal stretching constant, which is associated there with a large uncertainty. Summarizing, our ab initio potential seems to be as reliable as any of the empirical potentials.
An additional argument for this can be found by comparing the values for the 7afl and a, values involved in the quartic and sextic centrifugal stretching constants, respectively. These are found in Tables V and VI. Disregarding the somewhat anomalous 6-3 11 G family results, the various ab initio potentials agree quite well among each other. However, this is not true for the empirical potentials: Especially the values for @,,, @,,, and @,, oscillate quite wildly between the respective methods. The ab initio values seem fairly firm, on the other hand, and deviate rather substantially from, e.g., the values derived from the Jensen potential. It thus seems quite likely that some of the off-diagonal cubic and quartic constants in the Jensen potential are not nearly as well determined as would be desirable. In this respect, our ab initio force field may be preferable.
Given our accurate internal coordinate surface, we may derive spectroscopic constants (within the VPT2 approximation > for the various isotopomers of water. These are given in Tables VII and VIII 6. Thermochemistry Table IX lists the computed thermodynamic functions at 1 bar for H,O in JANAF fashion, in the temperature range 100-3000 K. [Therebeyond, the vibrational energy level series starts collapsing before convergence to the applied summation threshold of lo-" has been reached." This latter extreme value is required to achieve precision to the number of digits displayed in C, at 3000 K because at high temperatures, a large number of states are just below TABLE V. Computed T,,aa and a&,, constants (cm -' ) using different basis sets and the QCISD(T) method with only valence electrons correlated. [5s4pld, [5s4p2d, [5s4p2dlf, [Bs6p3d, [Bs6p4dlf, (4p) At low temperatures, the differences are fairly small. This picture changes as T increases. For example, at 2000 K, JANAF is only 0.026 J/K mol lower for gef( T), but already 0.092 J/K mol higher for the entropy So, 0.237 kJ/mol higher for hcf( J'), and 0.305 J/K mol for the especially sensitive heat capacity C,. At 3000 K, the JANAF gef( T> is only a modest 0.044 J/K mol higher than our present value, but the entropy is affected by as much as 0.290 J/K mol, and hcf( T) even by no less than 0.739 kJ/mol, the heat capacity being 0.48 1 J/K mol off this time. (JANAF always has the higher value.) As will be seen below, this kind of error is much larger than can reasonably be expected from differences in the spectroscopic constants. (Interestingly, our ab initio values are closer to the JANAF tables than those derived from the empirical potentials considered.) Most of the deviation will be. residual error in the Friedman-Haar treatment. Note that they neglect centrifugal stretching corrections beyond pl, and also treat rovibrational coupling only very approximately. We have seen in previous work14 that the terms neglected become fairly important at higher temperatures. In the present work, no approximations are involved beyond the assumed form of the rovibrational energy levels.
An exhaustive error propagation study to assess the effects of small errors in the spectroscopic constants would be arduous. Instead, we have computed the thermodynamic tables from various potentials, and considered the differences between the respective thermodynamic functions computed at these levels of theory. These are depicted in Figs. l-4 for gef( 2-9, hcf( 7')) C,, and So, respectively. The all-electron [5s4p2d lf,3s2p] potential is always taken as the reference.
The first conspicuous feature of these graphs is the spurious behavior of the functions generated from the QCISD(T)&31 lG(2d,2p) potential. Ignoring these results as unreliable, we see some trends. First of all, the differences in the computed gef( 7') values (Fig. 1) are relatively constant across the temperature range, and at most on the order of 0.1 J/K mol. This difference is mostly due to the somewhat different rotational constants that result from slight geometry differences. (Due to the inverse quadratic dependence of A,B,C on the geometry, a small error in a bond distance is easily amplified.) As for the heat content function (Fig. 2) , the deviations there are conspicuously small in the low-to-medium temperature range. The outlier at high temperatures is the Jensen potential, which yields hcf( r) values several hundred J/mol lower than our ab initio potential at high temperatures. All others gather quite closely, displaying differences of less than 0.05 kJ/mol below 2000 K and less than 0.1 kJ/mol therebeyond. Similar behavior is seen for the heat capacity C,,, where the Jensen potential is again the outlier (Fig. 3) . The cause for this is not entirely clear at this stage. All other computed heat capacity values agree quite nicely with each other. As expected from the mathematical relationships between the thermodynamic functions, the deviations for the entropy So are a combination of those for hcf( 7') and gef( 7'): A relatively constant onset for the differences, and then a pronounced deviation for the Jensen potential (Fig. 4) .
It should also be borne in mind that the actual energy levels do not exactly follow the VPT2 expressions. Some of the effect of neglecting such vibrational interaction/resonance effects could be recovered by fitting an energy expression of the VPT2 form to the experimental energy levels, or to vibrational configuration interaction (Ref. 59 and Refs. therein) energy levels from an ab initio potential, and setting up the thermodynamic functions from the fitted energy level expression. The empirical potential that corresponds most closely to this idea is that of HMS; hence the thermodynamic TABLE IX. Thermodynamic functions at 1 bar for H,160 as computed from the ah-electron QCISD(T)/[ 5s4p2d lf;3s2p] potential. 0.10 _ ' ' j s ' ' ' n ' ' ' ' t ( ' ' s ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 8 ' s functions derived from it should be much more accurate than those from, say, the Jensen potential. As the HMSderived functions are much closer to our computed functions than the Jensen-derived ones, this again lends support to our first principles thermodynamic functions. As a general conclusion though, it is quite clear that at this point, the residual error in computing the thermodynamic functions ab initio is quite comparable with the differences between results from the various empirical potentials. It can be inferred that computing anharmonic thermodynamic functions ab initio is a quite viable approach.
Also noteworthy is the small difference between our best ab initio values and those obtained using frozen cores and the smaller [ %4p2d,3s2p] basis set. This fact should come in handy for larger molecules.
Given the apparent accuracy of our calculations, we have repeated them for the deuterated and tritiated isotopomers of water. The resulting thermodynamic functions are available as supplemental material to the paper.") The tables for HDr60, D2160, HT160, DT160, and T,160 should be useful for the quantitative discussion of isotope exchange reactions that are important in nuclear technology. (Available material for comparison includes Friedman and Haar58 : The same remarks as for H2160 apply.) Because of their possible interest in geological applications involving 160/'80 ratio dating, we have additionally computed the thermodynamic tables for HZ*'0 and H2'*0, which are also available.@' core correlation seem to be prerequisite. Comparison with various experimentally derived force fields reveals that the ab initio force field is of comparable quality, whereas uncertainty in the parameters is drastically reduced. Analysis of the rovibrational coupling and centrifugal distortion constants exhibits that the experimental values are inconsistent with those derived from the empirical potentials, which may be due both to higher-order coupling effects and breakdown of second order rovibrational perturbation theory.
From the best computed force field, a set of spectroscopic constants has been derived for all important isotopomers of water.
Finally, we have computed the thermodynamic functions averaged for natural isotopic abundances.@' The difference with the table for H,i60 is quite small [0.007 J/K mol on gef( 7') at 3000 K] , but only about half of it is recovered by correcting the H, I60 table for the natural isotopic abundance molecular mass. This remaining error, however, is again cut in half by taking into account the fact that the asymmetrically deuterated/tritiated isotopomers have only symmetry number 1 instead of 2, which leads to a correction term:
Using a hybrid analytic/direct summation method recently developed by the present authors, the partition function and its first two moments are derived from various computed and empirical sets of spectroscopic constants and the thermodynamic functions gef( T), hcf( r>, So, and C, derived from these. These functions exactly account for anharmonicity and rovibrational coupling, whereas a very good analytical approximation is used for centrifugal distortion and quantum rotation effects. It is shown that the computed functions deviate quite substantially from those obtained through the Woolley-McDowell procedure. With the exception of the Pople basis sets, the differences between computed thermodynamic functions derived from the various force fields are an order of magnitude lower than those errors. Thermodynamic tables in JANAF style from 100 to 3000 K are presented for H,O and all important isotopomers.
Summarizing, it has been shown that obtaining force fields of near-spectroscopic accuracy, and thermodynamic tables of very high accuracy, is technically feasible for most small polyatomic molecules. [This has no effect on hcf( 7') or Cp . ] The remaining error, on the order of 0.002 J/K mol or kJ/mol in each function, is principally due to the fairly large difference between the thermodynamic tables for H,160 and HD160.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The anharmonic potential energy surface of water has been computed ab initio using an augmented coupled cluster method and various different basis sets. Whereas the Pople 6-3 1lG family is manifestly unsatisfactory, the HuzinagaDunning family performs quite well. Using the [ 5s4p2d lA3s2p] basis set leads to a surface that reproduces harmonic frequencies and anharmonicity constants to better than 2 and 1 cm -i, respectively. For quantitative agreement with experiment, bothf functions on oxygen and inclusion of
